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“It took me about 15 years to develop my color palette…” 
Watercolor Artist Nita Engle 
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A watercolor palette is a beautiful thing and an extension of the artist that builds and uses it. A palette 

deeply reflects its master—the artist’s nuances, personal preferences, painting style, and preferred  

subject matters. 

Most artists can tell you the exact colors and 

pigments in their palettes, and the colors and 

their placements are so well known that 

painting with their palette is intuitive. This is 

the hallmark of a perfect tool: one that works 

beside the master and enhances his 

experience. A proper palette never impedes  

the workflow! 

The artist can usually wax poetic about why 

they chose their particular colors and how 

adaptive and useful they are for that artist. 

Unfortunately, this might not help the listener 

one bit. A color that might be beautifully compliant and the perfect partner for one artist might be  

a lackluster performer (at best) or a balking complainer and constant interrupter (at worst) in the hand  

of another. 

My goal in sharing my palette is not to convince you to build a palette just like mine but instead to share 

with you a bit of my palette-building process. I’ll share why I chose these colors and how they work together 

so you can use my ideas to build a palette that will be an extension of you. 

So let’s get started! 
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